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Abstract. RC4 was designed in 1987 when 8-bit and 16-bit processors
were commercially available. Today, most processors use 32-bit or 64-
bit words but using original RC4 with 32/64 bits is infeasible due to
the large memory constraints and the number of operations in the key
scheduling algorithm. In this paper we propose a new 32/64-bit RC4-
like keystream generator. The proposed generator produces 32 or 64 bits
in each iteration and can be implemented in software with reasonable
memory requirements. It has a huge internal state and offers higher re-
sistance to state recovery attacks than the original 8-bit RC4. Further,
on a 32-bit processor the generator is 3.1 times faster than original RC4.
We also show that it can resist attacks that are successful on the original
RC4. The generator is suitable for high speed software encryption.
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1 Introduction

RC4 was designed by Ron Rivest in 1987 and kept as a trade secret until
it leaked out in 1994. In the open literature, there is a very small number
of proposed keystream generators that are not based on shift registers.
An interesting design approach of RC4 which has originated from the
exchange-shuffle paradigm [12], is to use a relatively big array/table that
slowly changes with time under the control of itself. As discussed by Golić
in [6], for such a generator only a few general statistical properties of the
keystream can be measured by statistical tests and several properties of
the keystream are hard to establish theoretically. Two recent RC4-like



8-bit stream ciphers are VMPC [26] and RC4A [21]. RC4 consists of a
table of all the N = 2n possible n-bit words and two n-bit pointers. In
original RC4 n is 8, and thus has a huge state of log2(28!× (28)2) ≈ 1700
bits. It is thus impossible to guess even a small part of this state and
almost all the techniques developed to attack stream ciphers based on
linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) fail on RC4.

In this paper we propose some modifications to the RC4 algorithm so
that it can exploit the 32-bit and 64-bit processor architectures without
increasing the size of the table significantly. We call the proposed algo-
rithm RC4(n,m), since it is general enough to incorporate different word
as well as table sizes. For example with 32-bit word size a table of length
256 words can be used. We try to keep the original structure of RC4 as
much as possible, however the proposed changes affect some underlying
design principles on which the security of RC4 is based. Therefore we
analyze the security of the modified RC4 and compare it to the original
RC4. We show that RC4(n,m) is faster than RC4 and also that it is
secure against several proposed attacks on RC4.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a
brief description of original RC4. In Section 3 we propose a modified RC4
keystream generator. The security of the proposed generator is analyzed
in Section 4 followed by a performance analysis in Section 5. We conclude
in Section 6.

1.1 Motivation

When RC4 was developed, 8-bit and 16-bit processors were commercially
available. Using n = 8 was suitable for these processors and the amount of
memory needed was feasible. Today the processors have word lengths of 32
bits or 64 bits but the most common mode for RC4 still uses n = 8. Using
a larger n requires more memory and longer initialization. For n = 32 or
n = 64, the size of the memory needed and the key initialization time
are too high. Still, since the processors can work with 32-bit and 64-bit
words it is of interest to investigate if it is possible to take advantage of
this. To the best of our knowledge, no serious attempts has been made to
investigate modifications to the RC4 algorithm such that it can take full
advantage of the 32-bit and 64-bit processors.

There are several other stream ciphers that take advantage of 32-bit
processors, but RC4 is interesting due to the simplicity of the algorithm
and its wide usage in practical applications, e.g., WEP and SSL.



2 Original RC4

In this section we give a description of the original RC4. We also give a
brief description of previous attacks on RC4.

2.1 Description of RC4

The RC4 algorithm consists of two parts: The key scheduling algorithm
(KSA) and the pseudo-random generation algorithm (PRGA). The algo-
rithms are shown in Figure 1 where l is the length of the secret key in
bytes, and N is the size of the array S or the S-box in words. A common
keysize in RC4 is between 5 and 32 bytes. In most applications RC4 is
used with a word size n = 8 and array size N = 28. In the first phase
of RC4 operation an identity permutation (0, 1, ..., N − 1) is loaded in
the array S. A secret key K is then used to initialize S to a random
permutation by shuffling the words in S. During the second phase of the
operation, the PRGA produces random words from the permutation in S.
Each iteration of the PRGA loop produces one output word which consti-
tutes the running keystream. The keystream is bit-wise XORed with the
plaintext to obtain the ciphertext. All the operations described in Figure
1 are byte operations (n = 8). Most modern processors however operate
on 32-bit or 64-bit words. If the word size in RC4 is increased to n = 32
or n = 64, to increase its performance, the size of array S becomes 232

or 264 bytes which is not practical. Note that these are the array sizes to
store all the 32-bit or 64-bit permutations respectively.

KSA(K, S)

for i = 0 to N – 1
S[i] = i;

j = 0;
for i = 0 to N – 1

j = (j + S[i] + K[i mod l]) mod N;
Swap(S[i],S[j]);

PRGA(S)

i = 0;
j = 0;
while (1)

i = (i + 1) mod N;
j = (j + S[i]) mod N;
Swap(S[i],S[j]);
out = S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod N];

Fig. 1. The Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) and Pseudo-Random Generation Algo-
rithm (PRGA) in RC4.



2.2 Previous analysis of RC4

Cryptanalysis of RC4 attracted a lot of attention in the cryptographic
community after it was made public in 1994. Indeed numerous signifi-
cant weaknesses were discovered, including Finney’s forbidden states [2],
classes of weak keys [23], patterns that appear twice the expected prob-
ability (the second byte bias) [14], partial message recovery [14], full key
recovery attacks [4], analysis of biased distribution of RC4 initial permu-
tation [17], and predicting and distinguishing attacks [13].

Knudsen et al. have attacked versions of RC4 with n < 8 by their
backtracking algorithm [11]. The most serious weakness in RC4 was ob-
served by Fluhrer et al. in [4] where RC4 was proved to have a practical
attack in the security protocol WEP.

Two variants of RC4 has recently been proposed: RC4A [21] and
VMPC [26]. RC4A works with two RC4 arrays and its keystream gener-
ation stage is slightly more efficient than RC4’s, but initialization stage
requires twice the effort of RC4. VMPC has several changes to the KSA,
the IV integration, the round operation and the output selection. Note
that RC4A and VMPC use n = 8 as parameter. Maximov described
in [16] a linear distinguisher for both the variants, requiring 258 data for
RC4A and requiring 254 data for VMPC. Tsunoo et al. described in [25]
a distinguisher for RC4A and VMPC keystream generators, requiring 224

and 223 keystream prefixes respectively. For further weaknesses of RC4,
and most of the known attacks on it see [1, 2, 4–9,11,13–18,20–25].

3 Proposed Modification to RC4

We now propose a modification to the original RC4 algorithm which en-
ables us to release 32 bits or 64 bits in each iteration of the PRGA loop.
This is done by increasing the word size to 32 or 64 while keeping the
array size S much smaller than 232 or 264. We will denote the new algo-
rithm as RC4(n,m) where N = 2n is the size of the array S in words,
m is the word size in bits, n ≤ m and M = 2m. For example RC4(8, 32)
means that the size of the array S is 256 and each element of S holds
32-bit words. Also we will use the term Z2λ to represent the integer ring
modulo 2λ.

3.1 Pseudo-Random Generation Algorithm

If we choose n to be much smaller than m (m = 32 or 64) in RC4(n,m),
then this results in reasonable memory requirements for the array S.



However now the contents of the array S do not constitute a complete
permutation of 32-bit or 64-bit words. In RC4, a swap operation is used
to update the state between outputs. Using a swap to update the state
in RC4(n,m) will not change the elements in the array. Instead, to up-
date the state we add an integer addition modulo 232 (264 for n = 64).
This way of updating the state is the first difference between RC4 and
RC4(n,m). Since the state will be updated by replacing a random element
by another random m-bit number, the swap operation is not needed. The
index value that is updated is the value used for computing the output
value. Updating the array with new values is important since the array
is not a permutation and the size of the array is only a small fraction of
all the possible numbers in ZM .

The second main difference between original RC4 and this variant
is the usage of a third variable, k , in addition to i and j . This m-bit
variable is used for two reasons. First, to mask the output so that it does
not simply represent a value stored in the array. Second, to ensure that
the new value in the update step does not depend on just one or a few
values in the array. The variable k is initialized in the KSA and is key
dependent.

KSA(K, S)

for i = 0 to N – 1
S[i] = ai;

j = k = 0;
Repeat r times
for i = 0 to N – 1
j = (j + S[i] + K[i mod l]) mod N;
Swap(S[i],S[j]);
S[i] = S[i] + S[j] mod M;
k = k + S[i] mod M;

PRGA(S)

i = 0;
j = 0;
while (1)
i = (i + 1) mod N;
j = (j + S[i]) mod N;
k = (k + S[j]) mod M;
out = (S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod N] + k) mod M;
S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod N] = k + S[i] mod M;

Fig. 2. The modified Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) and Pseudo-Random Genera-
tion Algorithm (PRGA) for RC4(n, m).

3.2 Key Scheduling Algorithm

The key scheduling algorithm (KSA) in RC4 is used to permute the el-
ements in the array in a key dependent way. Each element is swapped



with a random element. In this variant of RC4 the elements will not be a
permutation of a small set so a similar modification is made to the KSA
as to the PRGA. In order to achieve a high degree of randomness in the
key scheduling we keep the swap operation in the KSA. In addition to
the swap operation each word is updated through an integer addition. We
give some initial values, ai, for RC4(8, 32), in Appendix A. The modified
KSA and PRGA are given in Figure 2 where N = 2n, M = 2m, K is a
vector of bytes and l is the length of the key K in bytes. RC4(n,m) can
use the same flexible span of keysizes as RC4. The value of r in the KSA
is motivated below and for a random array with 256 32-bit numbers the
value of r is 20.

We take the example of 256 32-bit numbers to motivate the number
of steps used in the KSA. The array is initiated with 256 fixed 32-bit
numbers and after the key scheduling algorithm the goal is that without
knowing any bits of the key an attacker can not guess the number in
any array position with probability significantly greater than 2−32. Since
the array only contains a small fraction of all 32-bit numbers, the entries
need to be updated. We update as the sum of the two swapped entries.
After running through the array once, the probability that value i is not
updated is (

255
256

)256

≈ 0.37,

so a known value will be in the array with probability ≈ 0.37. The proba-
bility that this value is not updated after r rounds is 0.37r. For a random
array with 256 32-bit numbers the probability that a specific number is
in the array is

1− (1− 2−32)256 ≈ 2−24

since a value can be present more than once in our case. We run the
key initialization a sufficient number of rounds so that any initial value
remains unupdated with probability≤ 2−24. Hence, the number of rounds,
r, we need in the initialization is

(
255
256

)256r

= 2−24 ⇒ r ≈ 16.6.

For the case RC4(8, 32) we will take the value of r to be 20. Similarly
the value of r can be calculated for different array size and different bit
numbers. In Table 1 we list the minimum number of rounds needed in the
key scheduling such that no number has significantly higher probability
of being in the array than any other number. We suggest to always use 20



rounds in the 32-bit version and always 40 rounds in the 64-bit version,
when the array size is between 28 and 212.

Mode r Mode r

RC4(8, 32) 16.6 RC4(8, 64) 38.7

RC4(9, 32) 15.9 RC4(9, 64) 38.1

RC4(10, 32) 15.2 RC4(10, 64) 37.4

RC4(11, 32) 14.6 RC4(11, 64) 36.7

RC4(12, 32) 13.9 RC4(12, 64) 36.1
Table 1. The minimum number of rounds in the key scheduling.

4 Security Analysis of RC4(n, m)

In this section we analyze the security of RC4(n,m). We show that
RC4(n,m) resists all known significant attacks on RC4. We consider the
resistance of the generator against state recovery attacks and the ran-
domness properties of the keystream.

4.1 Statistical Tests on the Keystream

Keystream generated by the RC4(8, 32) stream cipher was tested with
NIST statistical tests [19]. No bias was found by any of the 16 tests from
the NIST suite. We tested 235 output bits from the generator.

4.2 Security of the Key Scheduling Algorithm

We choose the number of steps in the key scheduling algorithm such that
the probability that a specific number is not updated is smaller than
the probability that this number is present in a random array of size
N with m-bit numbers. This ensures that an attacker can not guess an
array entry with probability significantly higher than N/2m when key
generation starts. However, even if r is small it is unclear if an attacker
can use the information about the values in the array in an actual attack.
This is because the first output is the sum of 20 · 256 + 2 for RC4(n, 32)
and 40 · 256 + 2 for RC4(n, 64) previous and current values in the array.



4.3 Internal State of RC4(n, m)

Like the original RC4, the security of RC4(n,m) comes from its huge
internal state. The size of the internal state of original RC4 is approxi-
mately 1700 bits. In case of RC4(n,m) the internal state does not consist
of a permutation and it may have repetitions of words. The number of
ways of putting 2m elements into N cells where repetitions are allowed is
(2m)N . Note, in RC4(n,m) we are using an m-bit variable k, which can
be thought of as another cell. Therefore the size of the internal state is
simply given by N2×(2m)N+1. For example for RC4(8, 32) this number is
8240 bits which is much larger than original RC4. Recovering the internal
state of RC4(n,m) is therefore much harder than recovering the internal
state of RC4.

4.4 Resistance to IV Weakness

Fluhrer, Mantin and Shamir showed in [4] a key recovery attack on RC4
if several IVs were known. The attack will work if the IV precedes or
follows the key. In [15], Mantin showed that XORing the IV and the key
also allows for a key recovery attack in the chosen IV model. The attack
in which the IV precedes the key relies on the fact that the state at some
point is in a resolved condition, which means that with probability 0.05,
we can predict the output and also recover one byte of the key. Repeating
the attack recovers another byte of the key etc. In RC4(n,m) this attack
will not be possible. In the resolved condition the value i must be such
that if X = Si[1] and Y = Si[X], then i ≥ 1, i ≥ X and i ≥ X +Y , where
Si[V ] is the entry S[V ] at time i. Moreover, Si[1], Si[X] and Si[X + Y ]
must be known to the attacker. Since the array is iterated 20 times for
RC4(8, 32) and the key is used in all iterations, an attacker will not know
the state after one iteration. Hence, the attacker can not know the state
at a time when i > 1 in the last iteration which would be necessary for
the attack to work. With similar arguments, we can conclude that the IV
weakness in RC4 cannot be used for RC4(n, m) when the IV follows or is
XORed with the key either.

Concatenating the IV and the secret key does not seem to introduce
an exploitable weakness to the cipher. However, we still consider it better
to use a hash function on the secret key and IV and then use the hash
value as session key. Then no related keys will be used if the IV is e.g., a
counter. This is the mode used in SSL.



4.5 Resistance to Mantin’s Distinguishing Attack

In [14] Mantin and Shamir discovered that the second output byte of RC4
is extremely biased, i.e., it takes the value of zero with probability 2/N
instead of 1/N . This is due to the fact that if S0[2] = 0 and S0[1] 6= 2,
the second output byte of the keystream is zero with probability one. In
RC4(n,m) the output is given by out = (S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod N ] + k)
mod M , where we assume that k is uniformly distributed. Therefore if
S0[2] = 0 and S0[1] 6= 2 in RC4(n,m), the output word will still be
uniformly distributed due to k. Therefore Mantin’s distinguishing attack
does not apply to RC4(n,m).

4.6 Resistance to Paul and Preneel’s Distinguishing Attack

In [20] Paul and Preneel discovered a bias in the first two output bytes
of the RC4 keystream. They observed that if S0[1] = 2, then the first
two output bytes of RC4 are always different. Therefore the probability
that the first two output bytes are equal is (1 – 1/N)/N which leads
to a distinguishing attack. In RC4(n,m) however due to the uniform
distribution of k, the above state does not affect the distribution of the
first two output bytes. Therefore this attack does not apply to RC4(n,m).

4.7 Probability of Weak States

RC4 has a number of weak states, called Finney states [2]. These states
have very short cycles, of length only 65280. The cipher is in a Finney
state if j = i + 1 and S[j] = 1. In this case the swap will be made between
S[i] and S[i + 1] and both i and j are incremented by 1. Since the RC4
next state function is an invertible mapping and the starting state is not
a Finney state, RC4 will never enter any of these weak states. It is easy
to see that RC4(n,m) also has weak states. When all entries are even
and k is even, then all outputs as well as all future entries will be even,
resulting in a biased keystream. The state update function in RC4(n,m)
is not an invertible mapping so it will always be possible to enter one of
these weak states. However the probability that all state entries, as well
as k are even is very low, 2−257. From this we can conclude that these
weak states are of no concern to the security of the cipher.

4.8 Forward Secrecy in RC4(n, m)

Like most of the keystream generators, RC4(n,m) keystream genera-
tor can also be represented as a finite state machine. Suppose N = 2n,



M = 2m and R = Z2
N × ZN+1

M . The next state function is f : R → R. Let
(i, j, k, x0, x1, · · · , xN−1) ∈ R be any state, and (e, d, p, y0, y1, · · · , yN−1) ∈
R be the next state of the function f . Then we have e = i + 1 mod N ,
d = j + xe mod N , p = k + xd, v = xe + xd mod M , yv mod N = k + xe

and yt = xt, ∀t 6= v mod N . Output of the cipher is xv mod N +p. As seen
above we can deterministically write down the value of each parameter of
the next state. So given a state (e, d, p, y0, y1, · · · , yN−1), we can recover
(i, j, k, x0, x1, · · · , xN−1) except xv because xv has been replaced. There-
fore, without the knowledge of xv the state function is non invertible.

4.9 Cycle Property

In original RC4 the state function is invertible. Non invertible state func-
tions are known to cause a significantly shorter average cycle length. If
the size of the internal state is s and the next state function is randomly
chosen then the average cycle length is about 2

s
2 . For a randomly chosen

invertible next state function the average cycle length is 2s−1, (see [3]).
As s in RC4(8, 32) is huge (i.e., 8240) the reduction in cycle length is not
a problem.

4.10 Randomness of the Keystream

To analyze the keystream of RC4(n,m) we first state the security prin-
ciples underlying the design of original RC4. The KSA intends to turn
an identity permutation S into a pseudorandom permutation of elements
and PRGA generates one output byte from a pseudorandom location of
S in every round. At every round the secret internal state S is changed by
the swapping of elements, one in a known location and another pointed
to by a random index. Therefore we can say that the security of original
RC4 depends on the following three factors.

– Uniform distribution of the initial permutation of elements in S.
– Uniform distribution of the value of index pointer j.
– Uniform distribution of the index pointer from which the output is

taken (i.e., (S[i] + S[j]) mod N).

The above three conditions are necessary but not sufficient. The KSA
uses a secret key to provide a uniformly distributed initial permutation
of the elements in S. The value of the index pointer j is updated by the
statement j = (j + S[i]) mod N . Since the elements in S are uniformly
distributed the value of j is also uniformly distributed. By the same ar-
gument (S[i] + S[j]) mod N is also uniformly distributed. Note that the



internal state of RC4 consists of the contents of array S and the index
pointer j. The state update function consists of an update of the value
of j and the update of the permutation in S through a swap operation
given by the statement Swap(S[i], S[j]). Since j is updated in a uniformly
distributed way, the selection of the locations to be swapped is also uni-
formly distributed. This ensures that the internal state of RC4 evolves in
a uniformly distributed way.

We now consider RC4(n, m). The first difference from original RC4 is
that whereas the array S in original RC4 is a permutation of all the 256
elements in Z28 , the array S in RC4(n,m) only contains 2n m-bit words
out of 2m possible words in Z2m . Consider the PRGA and assume that
the initial permutation of 2n elements in S is uniformly distributed over
Z2m . Then the index pointer j is update by the statement

j = j + S[i] mod N

where j ∈ Z2n and S[i] ∈ Z2m . If the value of S[i] is uniformly distributed
over Z2m , the value of index pointer j is also uniformly distributed over
Z2n . This implies that the value of the index pointer from which the
output is taken (i.e., S[i] + S[j] mod N) is uniformly distributed over
Z2n . For the above properties to hold during PRGA phase it is essential
that the internal state of the RC4(n,m) evolves in a uniformly distributed
manner. Recall that in original RC4 the uniform distribution of pointer j
was the reason for the state to evolve uniformly since all the 256 elements
in Z28 were present in the state. However in RC4(n,m) this is not the
case and the uniform distribution of j over Z2n is not sufficient. The state
update function also consists of the update of an element in S by integer
addition modulo M given by the statement

S[S[i] + S[j] mod N ] = k + S[i] mod M.

Since both k and S[i] are uniformly distributed, the updated element in
the state is also uniformly distributed. The internal state of RC4(n,m)
evolves in a uniformly distributed manner and therefore the output of the
cipher is also uniformly distributed, i.e., all the elements from Z2m occur
with equal probability.

5 Performance of RC4(n, m)

RC4(n, 32) has been designed to exploit the 32-bit architecture of the
current processors. If n is chosen such that the corresponding memory



requirements are reasonable, RC4(n, 32) can give higher throughput than
the original 8-bit RC4. We implemented both 8-bit RC4 and RC4(8, 32) on
a PC and computed the ratio of the throughput obtained from both. Our
results show that RC4(8, 32) is approximately 3.1 times faster than the
original 8-bit RC4 on a 32-bit machine. On a 64-bit machine RC4(8, 64)
is 6.2 times faster than RC4. This speedup is significant when large files
are encrypted.

Though the keystream generation is faster than original RC4, the key
scheduling algorithm is slower. This is due to the importance of sufficient
randomness in the initial state when keystream generation starts. In a
situation where many small packets are encrypted with different keys/IVs,
RC4 might still be faster due to its faster KSA.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have investigated a possible extension to the RC4 stream
cipher. We motivate this by the fact that modern computers are based on
a 32/64-bit architecture. We propose a stream cipher, RC4(n,m), that
is similar to RC4 in many ways, but takes advantage of the larger word
size in modern processors. In the specific case, RC4(8, 32), the proposed
keystream generator is 3.1 times faster than 8-bit RC4 on a 32-bit ma-
chine. Similarly, RC4(8, 64) is 6.2 times faster on 64-bit machine. The
internal state of this generator is much larger than the internal state of
original RC4. Moreover given the current internal state of the genera-
tor it is not possible to retrieve the previous state in the absence of the
keystream. The keystream produced by the proposed generator has good
randomness properties and we show that none of the significant attacks
on original RC4 can be used on RC4(n,m). The key scheduling algorithm
of RC4(n,m) is much slower than that of RC4 since the entries of the ar-
ray must be sufficiently random before keystream generation starts. An
improvement of the KSA would be an interesting future research direc-
tion.
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A Initial Values

Initial values for RC4(8, 32) in hexadecimal format.
a0 = 144D4800 a1 = 32736901 a2 = 51988B02 a3 = 6FBEAD03
a4 = 8DE4CE04 a5 = AC0AF005 a6 = CA301206 a7 = E8553407
a8 = 067B5508 a9 = 25A17709 a10 = 43C7990A a11 = 61ECBA0B
a12 = 7F12DC0C a13 = 9E38FE0D a14 = BC5E1F0E a15 = DA84410F
a16 = F9A96310 a17 = 17CF8411 a18 = 35F5A612 a19 = 531BC813
a20 = 7240E914 a21 = 90660B15 a22 = AE8C2D16 a23 = CCB24E17
a24 = EBD87018 a25 = 09FD9219 a26 = 2723B31A a27 = 4649D51B
a28 = 646FF71C a29 = 8294181D a30 = A0BA3A1E a31 = BFE05C1F
a32 = DD067D20 a33 = FB2C9F21 a34 = 1951C122 a35 = 3877E223
a36 = 569D0424 a37 = 74C32625 a38 = 93E84726 a39 = B10E6927
a40 = CF348B28 a41 = ED5AAC29 a42 = 0C80CE2A a43 = 2AA5F02B
a44 = 48CB112C a45 = 66F1332D a46 = 8517552E a47 = A33C762F
a48 = C1629830 a49 = E088BA31 a50 = FEAEDB32 a51 = 1CD4FD33
a52 = 3AF91F34 a53 = 591F4035 a54 = 77456236 a55 = 956B8437
a56 = B490A538 a57 = D2B6C739 a58 = F0DCE93A a59 = 0E020A3B
a60 = 2D282C3C a61 = 4B4D4E3D a62 = 6973703E a63 = 8799913F
a64 = A6BFB340 a65 = C4E4D541 a66 = E20AF642 a67 = 01301843
a68 = 1F563A44 a69 = 3D7C5B45 a70 = 5BA17D46 a71 = 7AC79F47
a72 = 98EDC048 a73 = B613E249 a74 = D438044A a75 = F35E254B
a76 = 1184474C a77 = 2FAA694D a78 = 4ED08A4E a79 = 6CF5AC4F
a80 = 8A1BCE50 a81 = A841EF51 a82 = C7671152 a83 = E58C3353
a84 = 03B25454 a85 = 21D87655 a86 = 40FE9856 a87 = 5E24B957
a88 = 7C49DB58 a89 = 9B6FFD59 a90 = B9951E5A a91 = D7BB405B
a92 = F5E0625C a93 = 1406835D a94 = 322CA55E a95 = 5052C75F
a96 = 6F78E860 a97 = 8D9D0A61 a98 = ABC32C62 a99 = C9E94D63
a100 = E80F6F64 a101 = 06349165 a102 = 245AB266 a103 = 4280D467
a104 = 61A6F668 a105 = 7FCC1769 a106 = 9DF1396A a107 = BC175B6B
a108 = DA3D7C6C a109 = F8639E6D a110 = 1688C06E a111 = 35AEE16F
a112 = 53D40370 a113 = 71FA2571 a114 = 8F204772 a115 = AE456873
a116 = CC6B8A74 a117 = EA91AC75 a118 = 09B7CD76 a119 = 27DCEF77



a120 = 45021178 a121 = 63283279 a122 = 824E547A a123 = A074767B
a124 = BE99977C a125 = DCBFB97D a126 = FBE5DB7E a127 = 190BFC7F
a128 = 37301E80 a129 = 56564081 a130 = 747C6182 a131 = 92A28383
a132 = B0C8A584 a133 = CFEDC685 a134 = ED13E886 a135 = 0B390A87
a136 = 2A5F2B88 a137 = 48844D89 a138 = 66AA6F8A a139 = 84D0908B
a140 = A3F6B28C a141 = C11CD48D a142 = DF41F58E a143 = FD67178F
a144 = 1C8D3990 a145 = 3AB35A91 a146 = 58D87C92 a147 = 77FE9E93
a148 = 9524BF94 a149 = B34AE195 a150 = D1700396 a151 = F0952497
a152 = 0EBB4698 a153 = 2CE16899 a154 = 4A07899A a155 = 692CAB9B
a156 = 8752CD9C a157 = A578EE9D a158 = C49E109E a159 = E2C4329F
a160 = 00E953A0 a161 = 1E0F75A1 a162 = 3D3597A2 a163 = 5B5BB8A3
a164 = 7980DAA4 a165 = 97A6FCA5 a166 = B6CC1DA6 a167 = D4F23FA7
a168 = F21861A8 a169 = 113D83A9 a170 = 2F63A4AA a171 = 4D89C6AB
a172 = 6BAFE8AC a173 = 8AD409AD a174 = A8FA2BAE a175 = C6204DAF
a176 = E5466EB0 a177 = 036C90B1 a178 = 2191B2B2 a179 = 3FB7D3B3
a180 = 5EDDF5B4 a181 = 7C0317B5 a182 = 9A2838B6 a183 = B84E5AB7
a184 = D7747CB8 a185 = F59A9DB9 a186 = 13C0BFBA a187 = 32E5E1BB
a188 = 500B02BC a189 = 6E3124BD a190 = 8C5746BE a191 = AB7C67BF
a192 = C9A289C0 a193 = E7C8ABC1 a194 = 05EECCC2 a195 = 2414EEC3
a196 = 423910C4 a197 = 605F31C5 a198 = 7F8553C6 a199 = 9DAB75C7
a200 = BBD096C8 a201 = D9F6B8C9 a202 = F81CDACA a203 = 1642FBCB
a204 = 34681DCC a205 = 528D3FCD a206 = 71B360CE a207 = 8FD982CF
a208 = ADFFA4D0 a209 = CC24C5D1 a210 = EA4AE7D2 a211 = 087009D3
a212 = 26962AD4 a213 = 45BC4CD5 a214 = 63E16ED6 a215 = 81078FD7
a216 = 9F2DB1D8 a217 = BE53D3D9 a218 = DC78F4DA a219 = FA9E16DB
a220 = 19C438DC a221 = 37EA5ADD a222 = 55107BDE a223 = 73359DDF
a224 = 925BBFE0 a225 = B081E0E1 a226 = CEA702E2 a227 = EDCC24E3
a228 = 0BF245E4 a229 = 291867E5 a230 = 473E89E6 a231 = 6664AAE7
a232 = 8489CCE8 a233 = A2AFEEE9 a234 = C0D50FEA a235 = DFFB31EB
a236 = FD2053EC a237 = 1B4674ED a238 = 3A6C96EE a239 = 5892B8EF
a240 = 76B8D9F0 a241 = 94DDFBF1 a242 = B3031DF2 a243 = D1293EF3
a244 = EF4F60F4 a245 = 0D7482F5 a246 = 2C9AA3F6 a247 = 4AC0C5F7
a248 = 68E6E7F8 a249 = 870C08F9 a250 = A5312AFA a251 = C3574CFB
a252 = E17D6DFC a253 = 00A38FFD a254 = 1EC8B1FE a255 = 3CEED2FF


